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5,000 USD XSS Issue at Avast Desktop AntiVirus for Windows (Yes, Desktop!) ... will trigger the script that could triggered
the XSS vulnerability.. Security researcher YoKo Kho was recently awarded $5000 for discovering an XSS (cross site scripting)
vulnerability within Avast Anti-Virus for Windows.. The vulnerability allows a remote attacker to perform cross-site scripting
(XSS) attacks.. Recently, Avast disclosed a security breach aimed at its CCleaner app. Once again, Avast made it to the news
due Serious XSS Vulnerability .... Avast Antivirus. Cross-site scripting (XSS) lets hackers place malicious scripts into web pages
that then ... XSS is a type of website vulnerability that lets attackers place malicious scripts ... Install top-rated antivirus software
on your computer.. Avast Antivirus security vulnerabilities, exploits, metasploit modules, vulnerability ... Memory Corruption,
Sql Injection, XSS, Directory Traversal, Http Response .... Malware. Serious XSS Vulnerability Found In Avast Desktop
Antivirus For Windows |. By. techbizweb. -. November 10, 2019. 0. 30. Facebook · Twitter · Google+.. Security researcher
YoKo Kho was recently awarded $5,000 for discovering an XSS (cross site scripting) vulnerability within Avast Anti-Virus for
Windows .... Specifically, a researcher spotted an XSS vulnerability in the Avast Desktop Antivirus tool for Windows, reporting
which even won him a hefty .... The security researcher has discovered an XSS vulnerability in the Avast Desktop antivirus tool
for Windows. In summary, according to the .... The vulnerability allows a remote attacker to perform cross-site scripting (XSS)
attacks. The vulnerability exists in the Network Notification Popup .... Now an XSS vulnerability in a browser extension is
usually very hard to exploit ... Avast took an interesting approach when integrating their antivirus product with .... XSS is one of
the common vulnerabilities on applications, especially web applications. Basically, to exploit an XSS vulnerability, an attacker
will .... A Cross Site Scripting (XSS) issue exists in Avast AntiVirus. The vulnerability allows an attacker to execute JavaScript
code via an.. Serious #XSS Vulnerability Found In Avast Desktop #Antivirus For Windows | Hack News http://bit.ly/2q1EzFS
#TechJunkieBlogpic.twitter.com/ixOQV8eFwt.. r/windows: Windows is a personal computer operating system released by
Microsoft as part of the Windows NT family of operating systems.

A Cross Site Scripting (XSS) issue exists in Avast AntiVirus (Free, Internet Security, and Premiere Edition) ... Exploit Third
Party Advisory.. CVE-2020-8093, A vulnerability in the AntivirusforMac binary as used in ... CVE-2019-18653, A Cross Site
Scripting (XSS) issue exists in Avast AntiVirus (Free, .... This host is running Avast Antivirus and is prone to a cross-site
scripting...
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